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Abstract
We present a semantic framework for actor systems based on rewriting logic This
framework accounts for fairness and provides a variety of semantics for actor system
components that have good composability properties
  Introduction
We are interested in developing a semantic foundation for open distributed sys 
tems that supports specifying composing and reasoning about components of
open distributed systems We take the actor model of computation  as
our starting point Actors are independent computational agents that interact
solely via message passing An actor can create other actors send messages
and modify its own local state An actor can only eect the local state of
other actors by sending them messages and it can only send messages to its
acquaintances 	 addresses of actors it was given upon creation it received in
a message or actors it created Actor semantics requires computations to be
fair
We take two views of actors
 as individuals and as elements of components
Individual actors provide units of encapsulation and integrity Components
are collections of actors and messages provided with an interface specifying
the receptionists actors accessible from outside the component Collecting ac 
tors into components provides for composability and coordination Individual
actors are described in terms of local transitions Components are described
in terms of interactions with their environment A component may add an
internal actor to its set of receptionists by including its address in an outgoing
message
To avoid making a specic choice of programming language to describe
individual actor behaviors we introduce the notion of abstract actor struc 
ture AAS An AAS provides an abstract set of states of individual actors
and functions that determine the local transitions of individual actors Using
techniques of concurrent rewriting semantics  the semantics of components
is derived from the local semantics of individual actors This gives a concur 
rent computational system that is the basis for further semantic development
c
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For example the interaction semantics of actor components  is dened by
ignoring the details of internal transitions Interaction semantics is a com 
posable semantics with many pleasant properties Also the semantics of the
higher order actor language studied in  can be easily reformulated in the
AASrewriting framework
Abstract actor structures give an axiomatic characterization of actor lan 
guages thus providing a basis for reasoning about heterogeneous systems
Concurrent rewriting semantics provides a truly concurrent semantics for ac 
tor systems Interleaving semantics can be naturally embedded thus allowing
us to work with either form depending on what is most convenient The rewrit 
ing logic framework allows one to give a concise local presentation of the rules
governing individual actors and to derive the behavior of components from
this Equations abstracting states and computation paths allows one to treat
actor computations at many levels of detail depending on the particular need
Overview
In this paper we dene an Actor rewrite theory Rt
A
 which is parametric
in the choice of a particular abstract actor structure The initial model con 
struction of nite computations is extended with a notion of fair paths innite
computations This requires some work since in Rt
A
states the addresses of
non receptionist actors of a component are hidden in much the same way that
names of bound variables are hidden in the lambda calculus We associate to
each path a set of open forms corresponding to a consistent choice of addresses
for internal actors and say that a path is observationally fair if it has an open
form that is fair in the usual sense of fairness for actor computations This
is done by dening a at actor rewrite theory
 
Rt
A
 with essentially the same
rewrite rules but without any hiding of addresses and extending the initial
model with notions of admissible and fair paths We then dene a rewrite
theory map from
 
Rt
A
to Rt
A
 The set of open forms of an Rt
A
computation
is its inverse image under this map These rewriting theories give rise to a va 
riety of path set semantics for actor system components A path set semantics
associates to each component a set of computations having that component
as source Examples are nite computations paths fair paths open or with
hiding As pointed out above there is a natural notion of parallel composition
of actor components We further extend the rewriting semantics by dening
a composition operation on path sets and show that the various path set se 
mantics are compositional
 for composable components the path set of their
composition is the composition of their path sets This is accomplished by
dening composition for path sets of
 
Rt
A
and lifting the results to Rt
A
using
the rewrite theory map
A more abstract semantics called interaction semantics is presented in 
This is derived from the fair path set semantics by omitting details of internal
computations This abstracts paths to sequences of interactionsmessages
coming into and going out of a component Using the results of the present
paper we can establish a compositionality theorem for interaction semantics

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Details will appear elsewhere
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows A brief summary of
the notions of rewriting logic extended with notation for innite computations
is given in x Abstract actors structures are dened in x This is a minor
variant of the denition given in  the actor rewrite theory Rt
A
is presented
in x The attened version
 
Rt
A
 and the unattening map to Rt
A
is given
in x along with a denition of fairness Composition and compositionality
are dealt with in x Directions for future research are discussed in x
We assume that the reader is familiar the basics of rewriting logic and
its use to model concurrent computation cf  We focus here on
the development of the actor rewrite semantics For examples of actor sys 
tems expressed and composed in this framework see  We conclude this
introduction with a brief summary of ourmathematical notation conventions
Let Y  Y
 
  Y

be sets We specify meta variable conventions in the form
 let
y range over Y  which should be read as
 the meta variable y and decorated
variants such as y
 
 y
 
     range over the set Y  Y
n
is the set of sequences
of elements of Y of length n Y

is the set of nite sequences of elements of
Y  y  y

       y
n
 is the sequence of length n with ith element y
i
 Thus
  is the empty sequence P

Y  is the set of nite subsets of Y  Y
 

  Y


is the set of partial functions f  with domain Domf contained in Y
 
and
range Rngf contained in Y

 Y
 
  Y

 is the set of f  Y
 

  Y

 such
that Domf  Y
 
 and BijY  is set of f  Y   Y  that are bijections Nat
is the set of natural numbers
 Rewriting Preliminaries
A rewriting theory Rt  Eth Rules consists of an order sorted equational
theory Eth  Sig Eqns over a given set of variables Var  together with a
labelled set of rewrite rules Rules Operations of our actor rewrite theory
are partial in the sense that only applications to arguments meeting certain
constraints are considered to be well formed To introduce an operation g such
that gx  y is well formed and of sort Z just if x is of sort X y is of sort Y 
and the condition x  y holds we write assuming declarations x 
 X y 
 Y 
g     
 X  Y

  Z
gx  y 
 Z if x  y
This notation is supported by the notion of Membership Algebra cf  and
is an informal version of the equational part of the Maude language  If an
operation has been introduced in this manner then when we write gtm
x
  tm
y

it is to be understood that the term is well formed ie that tm
x
  tm
y
 holds
Let Tm be the equivalence classes of terms Sig Eqns with variables in
Var  We write tmx to specify an enumeration of the variables in tm and
tm
 
tm for the substitution of the i th element of
 
tm for the i th variable in
x The initial model construction see  x or  x gives us a set

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CmpRt  of nite computations Each computation c has a source srcc
and a target tgtc in Tm and we write c 
 tm
 
 tm

to indicate that
srcc  tm
 
and tgtc  tm

 An instantiation of a rule rx 
 tm
 
x 
tm

x has the form r
 
c  
 tm
 

 
tm  tm


 
tm
 
 where
 
c 

 
tm 
 
tm
 
is a
list of computations of appropriate sorts and length Each rule instantiation
is in CmpRt  and CmpRt  is closed under the operations of Sig We assume
that sort constraints of the equational part of Rt are lifted to computation
terms so that a computation term is considered well formed just if both the
source and target terms are well formed For each tm  Tm the identity
computation idtm 
 tm  tm is in CmpRt  We adopt the convention
that when tm appears in a context requiring a computation it stands for
idtm If c
 

 tm
 
 tm

 and c


 tm

 tm

are computations then
c
 
 c


 tm
 
 tm

is a computation closure under sequential composition
The initial model construction also gives us an equivalence relation  on
computations  satises Eqns laws saying that computations are the arrows
of a category functoriality laws for the operations of Sig and exchange laws
that allow concurrent computations to be put into sequential form
Since an important aspect of the actor model of computation is fairness
we need to consider innite as well as nite computations We call innite
computations paths Given a set of nite computations Q The paths over
Q PathQ is the set of innite sequences from Q such that adjacent compu 
tations are sequentially composable The source term of a path srcp is the
source of its initial nite computation The initial segment up to i of a path
pdi is the sequential composition of the path elements up to and including
pi
PathQ  fp  Nat  Q i  Nattgtpi  srcpi g
srcp  srcp
pdi  p      pi
For any set S of nite or innite computations we dene the S computations
from tm Stm by
Stm  fs  S srcs  tmg
We extend this denition to sets of terms T  in the usual way
 ST   fs 
S existstm  T srcs  tmg The equivalence  on nite computations
is lifted to paths as follows
De nition Path equivalence For p  p
 
 PathQ
p  p
 
 ik  cpdi  c  p
 
di  k 	 ik  cp
 
di  c  pdi  k
If idtm  c  c then inserting nitely many possibly zero identity com 
putations before each computation in a path produces an equivalent path
Also if pi  p
 
i for i  Nat then clearly p  p
 
 This treatment of in 
nite computations over a rewrite theory is similar to the treatment of innite
computations in the special case of Petri nets given in 

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 Abstract Actor Structures
An actor system component consists of a collection of actors interacting with
each other and with their enviornment via asynchronous message passing
Thus we can think of a component as a multiset of actors and messages en 
capsulated to ensure that only certain specied actors the receptionists re 
ceive messages from outside the component The behavior of a component
is determined by the behavior of the individual actors The actor rewrite
theory given in x is one means of describing this collected behavior To de 
scribe individual actor behavior we abstract from the details of a particular
programming language and introduce the notion of abstract actor structure
AAS The gives an axiomatic characterization of the admissible semantics
of an actor language
An abstract actor structure AAS is a structure with sorts relations and
operations as follows
Sorts A V S and oF with A 
 V
Relations En
d

 A SV En
ex

 A S
Operations
 
 

 A S  oF
     
 AV  oF
 
 oF
f     g 
 oF oF

  oF
recep 
 oF  P

A
acq 
 S V  P

A
Deliv 
 En
d
  oF
Ex 
 En
ex
  A


  oF 
new 
 En
ex
  Nat
c
  
 BijA  S V  S V
A is a countable set of actor addresses V is a set of values that can be com 
municated between actors and S is a set of actor states Actor addresses
are among the values that can be communicated Actor states are intended
to carry information traditionally contained in the script methods and ac 
quaintances instance variables as well as the local message queue and the
current processing state oF is the set of open fragmentsmultisets of ac 
tors and messages in which no two actor occurrences have the same address
Open fragments model the internal structure of an actor system We let
a range over A v range over V s range over S and oF range over oF
s
a
is an actor with address a in state s a v is a message with target
a and contents v  recepoF  is the set of addresses of actors occurring in
oF  We call these the receptionists since in an open fragment all actors are
visible to the environment foF
 
  oF

g is the multiset union of oF
 
and
oF

provided that the receptionists of oF
 
and oF

are disjoint

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En
d
a  s  v is a predicate on actors and values that holds if the actor
s
a
 is enabled for delivery of a message with contents v  If En
d
a  s  v then
Deliva  s  v is the actor with address a in a state resulting from delivery of
the message
We need to be able to determine the actor addresses known to an actor
or communicated in a message Since states and values are abstract entities
a means of determining the actor addresses occurring in states and values is
needed This is met by the acquaintance function acq  which gives the nite
set of actor addresses occurring in a state or value
En
ex
a  s is a predicate on actors that holds if actor a in state s is en 
abled for execution and Ex s
a
 species the result of a single execution
step by actor s
a
 Since new actors may be created and the addresses of
these new actors can only be determined at runtime we formulate the local
execution semantics Ex s
a
 as a function from lists of actor addresses to
open fragments news is the number of new actors that will be created
by actor s
a
executing a step and If En
ex
a  s and a  a

    a
news
 is a
list of actor addresses distinct from one another and from the a and acqs
then Ex s
a
a

     a
news
 is the fragment produced This fragment must
contain the actor with address a possibly with a modied state and an actor
with address a
i
for   i  news It may also contain messages to new
actors or to acquaintances of s
a

As a simple example we can model a forever idling actor by a state idle
with no acquaintances enabled for execution but not delivery such that
newidle   and Ex idle
a
   idle
a
 As a slightly less trivial
example let us model the behavior of a factory actor that accepts requests
for new actors with some xed behavior creates such an actor and send a
message containing the address of the newly created actor to the requestor
Let B be the initial state of the desired behavior The factory actor behavior
is describe by a state fac and a family of states facxa
 
 for a
 
 A such that
fac
a
is enabled only for delivery of messages whose contents is an actor ad 
dress facxa
 

a
is enabled only for execution with newa  facxa
 
  
acqfacxa
 
  fa
 
g Deliva  fac  a
 
  facxa
 

a
 and
Ex facxa
 

a
a
 
  ffac
a
  B
a
 
  a
 
 a
 
g
Actor addresses cannot be explicitly created by actors and the semantics
cannot depend on the particular choice of addresses of a group of actors A
renaming mechanism is used to formulate this requirement We let  range
over bijections on A renamings For any such 
b
 is a renaming function on
states and values that agrees with  on actor addresses Renaming is extended
homomorphically to structures built from addresses states and values
An AAS must obey the fundamental acquaintance laws of actors  In
particular the axioms AR and Ex below must hold in an AAS We begin
with axioms specifying well formed open fragments and the receptionist and
renaming operations on open fragments OF
Open Fragment Axioms OF f     g is associative and commutative

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with identity
 
foF
 
  oF

g 
 oF if recepoF
 
  recepoF

  
receps
a
  fag
recepa  v  
recep  
recepfoF
 
  oF

g  recepoF
 
  recepoF


b
a  v  a 
b
v
b
s
a
  
b
s
a
b
  
b
foF
 
  oF

g  f
b
oF
 
  
b
oF

g
Acquaintance and Renaming Axioms AR
 
b
a  a 	
b
s  S 	
b
v  V
acqa  fag
i acq
b
x  fa a  acqxg for x  S V
ii acqDeliva  s  v 
 fag  acqv  acqs if En
d
a  s  v
iii
b
Deliva  s  v  Deliva 
b
s 
b
v if En
d
a  s  v
iv En
ex
a  s  En
ex
a 
b
s and En
d
a  s  v  En
d
a 
b
s 
b
v
v newa  s  newa 
b
s
vi a  acqxa  a 
b
x  x for x  S V
vii
d

 
 


c

 

c


i and iii say that renaming commutes with the delivery and acquaintance
functions ii says that acquaintances of an actor in state s after delivery
of a message with contents v  are among the acquaintances of s and of v 
iv and v say that renaming does not change enabledness or the number of
actors that will be created upon execution vi says that if a renaming xes
the acquaintances of an object then applying it does not change the object
vii says that the renaming mechanism commutes with function composition
vi and vii imply that two renamings that agree on the acquaintances of
an object have the same result when applied to the object and that
b
 is a
bijection on S V Also   says that
b
 xes A V and S
Since the set of actor addresses occurring in any state or value is nite
we could have formulated the renaming requirements using nite maps  thus
making an AAS truly a rst order structure We have used innite bijections
in this presentation since various constraints become a bit simpler
Execution axioms Ex If En
ex
a  s and if a is a list of news distinct
actor addresses disjoint from a and acqs then Ex s
a
a  oF for some
oF  oF such that
i recepoF   fag  a the set of addresses of actors occurring in oF

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ii s
 

a
 
 oF  acqs
 
 
 acqs  recepoF 
iii a
 
 v
 
 oF  fa
 
g  acqv
 
 
 acqs  recepoF 
iv Ex 
b
s
a

b
a 
b
oF 
ii says that any acquaintance of an actor after executing a step or of a newly
created actor either was an acquaintance of the actor before the step is taken
or is one of the newly created actors iii says that the targets and contents
of newly sent messages are similarly constrained iv says that executing
a step commutes with renaming 	 that is the local semantics is uniformly
parameterized by the set of locally occurring actor addresses
 The Actor Rewriting Theory Rt
A
We assume given a xed but unspecied abstract actor structure specication
and dene the actor rewrite theory Rt
A
 relative to this specication It is
easy to see that Rt
A
is parametric in the choice of an AAS theory
Rt
A
has two layers
 one for internal computation and one for interac 
tion of an actor system with its environment This separation reects the
dierent composability properties of internal computations and interactions
These dierences arise because composition of interactions may internalize
some interactions and because composition of interactions is not allowed to
lose messages output by one subcomponent to a receptionist of the other sub 
component
  The Equational part of Rt
A
The equational part Eth
A
 of Rt
A
 extends the AAS equational theory There
are two additional sorts fragments F  F and components C  C with oF
a subsort of F Internal computation rules act on fragments and interaction
rules act on components Fragments are formed from messages and actors
by multiset union with the additional operation of receptionist restriction
Multiset union on fragments is also restricted to arguments that have disjoint
receptionists The receptionist operation recep and renaming application
b

are extended to fragments There is an additional operation extrnF the
addresses of actors mentioned in F but not dened there Components are
just fragments wrapped to isolate them from the fragment algebra
Operations of Rt
A
f     g 
 F F

  F associative commutative with identity
  and
fF
 
  F

g 
 F if recepF
 
  recepF

  
 d  
 FP

A

  F and FdR 
 F if R 
 recepF 
h   i 
 F  C
recep  
 F  P

A
extrn  
 F  P

A
c
  
 BijA  F  F

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The equations of Eth
A
extend the equations of the AAS and those implicit
in the declaration that multiset union is associative and commutative with
identity the empty fragment with the axioms rcpren extending the recep 
tionist and renaming application functions ext axiomatizing the external
address function and rr axiomatizing restriction and renaming equality on
fragments
Receptionist axioms rcp
recepfF
 
  F

g  recepF
 
  recepF


recepFdR  R
b
fF
 
  F

g  f
b
F
 
  
b
F

g
b
FdR 
b
F d
b
R
External addresses axioms ext
extrn  
extrna  v  acqv  fag
extrns
a
  acqs fag
extrnfF
 
  F

g  extrnF
 
  extrnF

 recepF
 
 F


extrnFdR  extrnF 
Restriction and renaming axioms rr
top F  FdrecepF 
erase fF
 
dR
 
  F

gdR  fF
 
  F

gdR
if recepF
 
 R
 
  extrnF

  
alpha FdR 
b
F dR if  is the identity on R and extrnF 
top says that there is an implicit restriction to the receptionists of a frag 
ment erase says that inner restrictions can be erased or redrawn since
they do not change what is seen from the outside if it is protected by an
explicit restriction alpha is a form of alpha equivalence It says that the
interface wrapping operation FdR hides the choice of names addresses in 
ternal actors not explicitly exported Put another way o cial choice of name
can be postponed until such time as the actor address is exported
Note that equality in F restricted to oF is just multiset equality Also if
oFdR  oF
 
dR
 
 then R  R
 
and there is some renaming  that xes R and
extrnoF  and such that oF
 

b
oF  Every component has the form hF i
for some fragment F  and two components hF i and hF
 
i are equal just if
F  F
 

Lemma Open form For any fragment F we can nd oF and R such
that F  oFdR Note that R  recepF 
Proof  By induction on the construction of F   s
a
 a  v are open
fragments and can be put in open form using top If F  F
 
dR let oF
 
dR
 
be an open form for F
 
 Then by erase and the multiset rules to introduce

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and eliminate  oF
 
dR is an open form for F  If F  fF
 
  F

g then let
oF
j
dR
j
be open forms of F
j
for j   such that recepoF
 
 recepoF

  
Then foF
 
  oF

gdR
 
 R

is an open form of F 
  Rules of Rt
A
Internal actor computation rules The internal rules of Rt
A
are the
execution rule exe and the delivery rule del
exe ea  s 
 s
a
 Ex s
a
adfag if En
ex
a  s and a is a list
of newa  s distinct actor addresses disjoint from a  acqs
del da  s  v 
 fs
a
  a  vg  Deliva  s  v if En
d
a  s  v
Component interaction rules There are two interaction rules for Rt
A


in for incoming messages and out for outgoing messages
in iF   a  v 
 hF i  h fF   a  vg i if a  recepF 
out oF  R  a  v 
 h fF   a  vgdR i  hFdR  acqv  recepF  i
if a  recepF 
De nition The Finite Actor Rewrite Theory Rt
A
is the rewrite
theory with equational part Eth
A
and rules exedelinout
We let Cmp
A
 CmpRt
A
 Using the denition given in x Cmp
A
F is
the set of computations with source and target in F We call these internal
computations and we let  range over Cmp
A
F Similarly Cmp
A
C is the
set of computations acting on components and we let  range over Cmp
A
C
Applying the inital model construction to Rt
A
we see that Cmp
A
is generated
from the internal rules exe and del whose only instances are with identity
computations for parameters by the following clauses

id idX 
 X  X
scmps 
 
 


 X
 
 X

if 
 

 X
 
 X

and 


 X

 X

mun f
 
  

g 
 fF
 
  F

g  fF
 
 
  F
 

g
if recepF
 
  recepF

   and
 
j

j

 F
j
 F
 
j
rf dR 
 FdR  F
 
dR if R 
 recepF  and
 
j

j

 F
j
 F
 
j
in i  a  v 
 hF i  h fF
 
  a  vg i if  
 F  F
 
  a  recepF 
out o R  a  v 
 h fF   a  vgdR i  hF
 
dR  acqv  recepF  i
if  
 F  F
 
  a  recepF 
where X X
j
range over F orC and   
j
range over computations on fragments
or computations as appropriate
Computations on fragments preserve receptionists and may decrease ex 
ternals Computations on components are non decreasing on receptionists
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Lemma recepexterncmp
 If  
 F  F
 
 then recepF   recepF
 
 and extrnF   extrnF
 

 If  
 h frag i  hF
 
i then recepF  
 recepF
 

The equivalence relation  on computations is a congruence that satis 
es the axioms cat funct epart and exch cat states that     
is associative with left and right identity the appropriate identity compu 
tations funct states that the fragment and component forming opera 
tions are functorial  preserve identities and sequential composition For
example functoriality of f     g means fidF    idF
 
g  idfF   F
 
g and
f

 

  

 

g  f

  

g  f

  

g when both sides are well formed
epart states that the equational axioms for fragments lift to computations
In addition to multi set axioms for f     g there are the axioms for restriction
and renaming The lifting of the axioms rr gives
top dsrc  
erase f
 
dR
 
  

gdR  f
 
  

gdR if recepsrc
 
 R
 
  extrnsrc

  
alpha
b
dR  dR if  is the identity on R and extrnsrc
Finally there are the exchange axioms that allow the actions of a computation
to be sequentialized
Exchange exch If  
 F  F
 
 then
 i  a  v  h  i  iidF
 
  a  v  iidF   a  v  h f   ida  v g i
 o R  a  v  h f   a  vgdR i  oidF
 
  a  v
 oidF  R  a  v  h dR  acqv  recepF  i
  Innite computations
The admissible paths of Rt
A
are paths that satisfy a global addressing con 
straint ensuring that in an admissible path no forgotten external address can
be reused as a receptionist address and that the address space is not used up
To make this precise we dene for any nite or innite computation c the
global externals extrnc and receptionists recepc by
extrn  extrnsrc if  is constructed without     
extrn
 
 

  extrn
 
  extrn


extrnp 

iNat
extrnpi
recep  recepsrc
recep
 
 

  recep
 
  recep


recepp 

iNat
receppi
The admissible paths are then dened by
Gacp  extrnp recepp   	 CountableA extrnp recepp

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Path
A
 fp  PathCmp
A
 Gacpg
We let p range over Path
A
 Note that Path
A
is closed under  since equiva 
lence preserves receptionists and externals
To complete the development of the actor rewrite theory we need to say
what the fair paths are An event in an actor computation is an actor exe 
cution step or message delivery including delivery to the environment In
a fair actor computation an event that is enabled at some point must even 
tually occur or be permanently disabled In Rt
A
we have carefully dened
components to satisfy the requirement that non receptionist actors cannot be
referred to externally since multiset equations prevent reference by position
and the renaming equations prevent reference by address Thus we cannot
directly say when an internal event is enabled in a component or when it res
in a computation To circumvent this dilemma we introduce a notion of ob
servational fairnessfairness relative to some consistent choice of addresses
for internal actors The assignment of consistent choices of addresses is ac 
complished by dening a less abstract rewriting semantics
 
Rt
A
the at actor
rewrite theory in which there is no renaming equivalence In this theory it
is straight forward to dene fairness
 
Rt
A
is mapped to Rt
A
by surjective
rewrite theory map The inverse image of a path under this mapping can be
thought of as the collection of consistent choices for internal actor addresses
The observationally fair paths of Rt
A
are the images of fair paths in
 
Rt
A

 The Flat Actor Rewrite Theory
The at actor rewrite theory
 
Rt
A
 is dened by recasting the computation
rules to act on at componentscomponents formed from open fragments
and receptionist sets equated only by multiset equations Thus addresses of
all actors dened in a component are xed at creation time The resulting
computations correspond closely to the labeled transition system semantics
for an actor actor language given in  Fairness of actor computations in
this setting is dened in the usual way cf 
 
Rt
A
is mapped to Rt
A
essen 
tially by adding the renaming equations rr and mapping the recast rules to
their originations By initiality this unattening map lifts to computations
cf  Every component and computation nite or innite is the image
of a at one modulo equivalence and we say that a path is observationally
fair if it is the image of a fair path in
 
Rt
A

 The Equational Part
The equational part
 
Eth
A
of
 
Rt
A
 extends the AAS equational theory with
two sorts
 
F and
 
C and operations   	   to construct at fragments from
open fragments and receptionists and h   i to construct at components from
at fragments
  	   
 oFP

A

 
 
F
oF 	 R 

 
F if R  recepoF 

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h   i 

 
F 
 
C
We let
 
F range over
 
F and
 
C range over
 
C
 Rules and nite computations
The internal computation rules act on open fragments while the interaction
rules act on at components
fexe ea  s  a 
 s
a
 Ex s
a
a
if En
ex
a  s and a is a list of news distinct addresses
disjoint from a  acqs
fdel da  s  v 
 fs
a
  a  vg  Deliva  s  v if En
d
a  s  v
n fioF  R  a  v 
 h oF 	 R i  h foF   a  vg 	 R i
if a  R and acqv  recepoF  
 R
fout fooF  R  a  v 
 h foF   a  vg 	 R i  h oF 	 R  E i
if a  recepoF  and E  acqv  recepoF 
The at computations Cmp
 
Rt
A
 are generated from the internal rules in a
manner similar to the generation of CmpRt
A
 To be a faithful model of actor
computation we need to restrict application of the multiset union operation
on computations and the instantiation of the interaction rules Specically
we need to avoid addressing conicts that might arise if an open fragment
computation generates new actors and gives them addresses already occurring
as external actor in fragment or message with which it is to be combined
This restriction gives the subclass of admissible nite computations
 
Cmp
A


Cmp
 
Rt
A
 We let 
 range over
 
Cmp
A
oF
 
 range over
 
Cmp
A

 
F and
 
 range over
 
Cmp
A

 
C Recall our convention that
 
Cmp
A
oF is the set of
admissible computations with source in oF etc
omun f

 
  


g 
 foF
 
  oF

g  foF
 
 
  oF
 

g
if 

j

 oF
j
 oF
 
j
and
V
j
extrnoF
 
j
  recepoF
 
j
  recepoF
j

in fi
 R  a  v 
 h oF 	 R i  h foF
 
  a  vg 	 R i
if 
 
 oF  oF
 
 a  R and acqv  recepoF
 
 
 R
out fo
 R  a  v 
 h foF   a  vg 	 R i  h oF
 
	 R  acqv  recepoF  i
if 
 
 oF  oF
 
 a  recepoF
 

and acqv  recepoF
 
 
 recepoF 
Note that
 
Cmp
A
is closed under the equivalence relation  on Cmp
 
Rt
A

since equivalent computations have the same source and target classes Also
each
 
 
 
Cmp
A

 
F has the form 
 	 R

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 Innite Computations and Fairness
The innite computations for at components
 
Path
A
 are paths over
 
Cmp
A
that obey the global address constraint where extrn recep and Gac are de 
ned on Path
 
Cmp
A
 in just the same way as they were dened on PathCmp
A

De nition Paths
 
Path
A
 f
 
p  Path
 
Cmp
A
 Gac
 
pg
To dene fairness we rst dene what it means for an actor or message to
be enabled in a at component and what it means for an enabled actor or
message to re in a nite computation Since we cannot force the environment
to produce messages inputs are ignored for the purpose of dening fairness
We say that a  recepoF  is enabled written EnabledoF   s
a
 if the
actor s
a
 in oF is enabled for execution Similarly a  v in oF is enabled
written EnabledoF   a  v if a is external or if a is internal and the actor
with address a in oF is enabled for delivery of a message with contents v 
De nition Enabled
EnabledoF   s
a
  oF
 
oF  foF
 
  s
a
g 	 En
ex
a  s
EnabledoF   a  v
 oF
 
oF  foF
 
  a  vg	
a  extrnoF 
oF

  soF
 
 foF

  s
a
g 	 En
d
a  s  v
Enabledh oF 	 R i  x  EnabledoF   x
Let
 
 
 h oF
 
	 R
 
i  h oF

	 R

i We say that s
a
in oF
 
res in
 
 written
Fires
 
  s
a
 if the underlying open fragment computation of
 
 contains an
execution step for s
a
 Similarly
 
 res a  v written Fires
 
  a  v if a
is external and a  v is output in
 
 or a is internal and the underlying open
fragment transition of
 
 contains a delivery step for a  v 
De nition Fires Firesz  x is the least relation on
 
Cmp
A
and S
A

A V such that the following hold
Firesea  s  a  s
a

Firesda  s  v  a  v
Firesf

 
  


g  x if Fires

 
  x or Fires


  x
Fires

 
 


  x if Fires

 
  x or Fires


  x
Firesh 
 	 R i  x if Fires
  x
Firesfi
 R  a  v  x if Fires
  x
Firesfo
 R  a  v  x if Fires
  x or x  a  v
Fires
 

 

 


  x if Fires
 

 
  x or Fires
 


  x
Note that by denition of open fragment computations we have En
ex
a  s in
the exe case and En
d
a  s  v in the del case Also Fires is well dened

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on  equivalence classes
A computation path is fair just if a transition that becomes enabled at some
stage is either red at some later stage or becomes permanently disabled at
some later stage
De nition fairness
Fair
 
p  i  Natx  S
A
A VEnabledsrc
 
pi  x 
j  NatFires
 
pi  j  x
j  Natk  NatEnabledsrc
 
pi j  k  x
Equivalent paths are either both fair or both unfair
Lemma equifair If
 
p 
 
p
 
 then Fair
 
p  Fair
 
p
 

  Unattening
 
Rt
A
to Rt
A
We dene a rewrite theory map   

 
Rt
A
  Rt
A
 We call this the unattening
map The initial model construction lifts this map to computations nite and
innite As noted earlier oF is a subsort of F in Rt
A
 and the unattening
map extends this inclusion
De nition Unattening  
oF 	 R  oFdR
h oF 	 R i  h oF 	 R i  h oFdR i
ea  s  a  ea  s
da  s  v  da  s  v
fioF  R  a  v  ioFdR  a  v
fooF  R  a  v  ooF  R  a  v
By construction the source and target functions commute with the mapping
from
 
Rt
A
to Rt
A
 For example src
 
  src
 
 and tgt
 
  tgt
 
 Also
equivalent
 
Rt
A
computations nite or innite are mapped to equivalent Rt
A
computations Furthermore the mapping is onto as a mapping of  classes
To see this requires a little work
Theorem onto

 
F  F
fc
 
C  C
Cmp
 
Cmp
A
 Cmp
A
Path
 
Path
A
 Path
A
Proof   and fc follow from the Open form lemma for fragments
Cmp follows from the lemma ocmp below Path follows from the
lemma opath below
Lemma Open form for  nite computations ocmp

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f If  
 F  F
 
 with R  recepF  then we can nd 
 such that   
 	 R
We call 
 	 R an open form of  
c If  
 C  C
 
 then we can nd
 
 such that  
 
 We call
 
 an open
form of 
Note that if
 
 is an open form of   then src
 
 is a open form of src
Furthermore if
 
  
 	 R 
 oF 	 R  oF
 
	 R and  xes R and extrnoF 
then
b

 	 R 

b
oF  	 R 
b
oF
 
 	 R is also an open form of   Thus we
may freely pick the addresses of non receptionist actors subject to avoiding
address conicts
Proof f The proof of f is by induction and cases on the structure of  
id If   idF  let oFdR be any open form of F and take 
  idoF 
e If   ea  s let a be any list of new addresses appropriate for a  s and
take 
  ea  s  a
d If   da  s  v take 
   
r If   
 
dR where 
 

 F
 
 F
 
 
 and R
 
 recepF
 
 let 

 

 oF
 
 oF
 
 
be such that 

 
dR
 
 
 
 Take 
  

 
since 

 
dR  

 
dR
 
dR
mun If   f
 
  

g where 
j

 F
j
 F
 
j
 and R
j
 recepF
j
 for j  
let 

j

 oF
j
 oF
 
j
 such that 
j
 

j
dR
j
 and such that recepoF
 
j
 
recepoF
j
  extrnoF
 
j
   for j   Then take 
  f

 
  


g
 If   
 
 

 where 
j

 F
j
 F
 
j
 R  recepF
j
 for j   and F
 
 
 F


let 

j

 oF
j
 oF
 
j
 such that 
j
 

j
dR and oF
 
 
 oF

 Then take

  

 
 



f
Proof c
f If   h  i let 
 	 R be an open form for   then 
 	 R is an open form
of 
i If   i  a  v then
 
  fi
 R  a  v is an open form for  for any
open form 
 	 R of   such that
 
 is well formed
o If   o R  a  v then
 
  fo
 R  a  v is an open form for  for
any open form 
 	 R
 
 of   such that
 
 is well formed
The cases   idC  and   
 
 

are similar to the fragment computa 
tion case
c ocmp
Lemma Open form for paths opath If p  Path
A
 then we can
nd
 
p 

 
Path
A
such that
 
p  p
Proof  Assume p  Path
A
 It is easy to pick
 

i
for i  Nat such that
 

i
 pi The trick is to do this so that
h oF
 
i
	 R
 
i
i  tgt
 

i
  src
 

i
  h oF
i
	 R
i
i
Pick 
i
such that 
i
xes R
i
and extrnoF
i
 and
b

i
oF
 
i
  oF
i
 Using
these renamings we can track any actor from its creation to discover whether
it ever becomes a receptionist and if so its exported address Now we map
the address of internal actors of each step to their exported address or to
some newly chosen address in A recepp extrnp this is one reason for
requiring this to set be countable Then the resulting sequence forms a path

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in
 
Path
A

 Observational Fairness
We now dene the observably fair paths of Rt
A

De nition Observational Fairness The set of observationally fair
paths of Rt
A
 Ofair is dened by
Ofair  Fair  f
 
p
 
p  Fairg
The inverse image of Ofair may include non fair paths To see this consider
the following Let s be an actor state with the property that news  
and Ex s
a
   s
a
 and let
 
C  h fs
a
 
  s
a

g 	  i Dene
 
p
u

 
p
f

p as follows
 
p
u
i  h fea
 
  s      ids
a

g 	  i
 
p
f
i  h fea
 
  s      ids
a

g 	  i
 
p
f
i    h fids
a
 
   ea

  s   g 	  i
pi  h fea
 
  s   ids
a

gd i
Then
 
p
u
is unfair
 
p
f
is fair and
 
p
u

 
p
f
 p since
pi  h fea
 
  s   ids
a

gd i  h fids
a
 
   ea

  sgd i
by the axioms alpha and commutativity of f     g lifted to computations
 Component Algebra with Compositional Semantics
A computation set is a set S of computations nite or innite with a com 
mon source which we denote by srcS Components can be given a variety
of semantics by mapping them to various sets of equivalence classes of ad 
missible computations
 nite computations paths fair paths to name a few
We want to extend the parallel composition aka multiset union operation on
fragments to components and associated computation sets in such a way that
the semantics is compositional
Our approach is to dene a restricted and simple notion of parallel compos 
ability c
 
 c

 and composition c
 
j c

 on computations Then composition
of computation sets with composable sources is dened as the set of composi 
tions of composable elements modulo equivalence
y S
 
jS

 fc c
 
  c


 
j
c
j
 S
j
 	 c
 
 c

	 c  c
 
j c

g
Although c
 
j c

will lack nice properties such as associativity when lifted to
the computation sets of interest these properties will be recovered
We want to dene parallel composability and composition on components
and computations in Rt
A
such that using y we have
z X C
 
 j X C

  X C
 
jC

 if C
 
 C


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for X one of fCmp
A
 Path
A
 Ofairg We do this by rst solving the problem
in
 
Rt
A
and lifting the results using the unattening map from
 
Rt
A
to Rt
A

	 Parallel Composition in
 
Rt
A
Composing at components
h oF
 
	 R
 
i  h oF

	 R

i 
recepoF
 
  recepoF

   	
 
j
extrnoF
j
  recepoF
j
 
 R
j
h oF
 
	 R
 
i j h oF

	 R

i  h foF
 
  oF

g 	 R
 
 R

i
if h oF
 
	 R
 
i  h oF

	 R

i
To simplify denitions we dene composability and composition only for com 
putations that are sequences of io steps An iostep step is a computation of
the form h 
 	 R i fioF  R  a  v or fooF  R  a  v
 
Cmp
ios
is the set
of io steps It is easy to see that for any admissible at computation nite
or innite there is an equivalent at computation formed from a sequence
of io steps Thus without loss we can work with paths whose elements are
io steps to dene composition We let
 
Path
io
 Path
 
Cmp
ios

 
Path
A
and we
let
 
q range over
 
Path
io

io
 is the equivalence relation on sequences of io steps
obtained by omitting the exchange rules In the following we make use of the
identity convention that oF used where a computation is expected stands for
idoF 
Composability of iosteps Composability of io steps is the least symmet 
ric relation such that
of h 

 
	 R
 
i  h 


	 R

i
if h src

 
 	 R
 
i  h src


 	 R

i 	 h tgt

 
 	 R
 
i  h tgt


 	 R

i
in h oF
 
	 R
 
i  fioF

 R

  a  v
if oF
 
 oF

	 acqv  recepoF
 
 
 R
 
out h oF
 
	 R
 
i  fooF

 R

  a  v
if h oF
 
	 R
 
i  h foF

  a  vg 	 R
 
i
	 a  recepoF
 
 	 acqv  recepoF
 
 
 R
 
io fioF
 
 R
 
  a  v  fooF

 R

  a  v
if h oF
 
	 R
 
i  h foF

  a  vg 	 R

i
Composing iosteps
of h 

 
	 R
 
i j h 


	 R

i  h f

 
  


g 	 R
 
 R

i

 h fsrc

 
   src


g 	 R
 
 R

i  h ftgt

 
   tgt


g 	 R
 
 R

i
if h 

 
	 R
 
i  h 


	 R

i
in h oF
 
	 R
 
i j fioF

 R

  a  v  fifoF
 
  oF

g R
 
 R

  a  v

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 h foF
 
  oF

g 	 R
 
 R

i  h foF
 
  oF

  a  vg 	 R
 
 R

i
if h oF
 
	 R
 
i  fioF

 R

  a  v
out h oF
 
	 R
 
i j fooF

 R

  a  v  fofoF
 
  oF

g R
 
 R

  a  v

 h oF
 
	 R
 
i j h foF

  a  vg 	 R

i
 h oF
 
	 R
 
i j h oF

	 R

 acqv  recepF

 i
if h oF
 
	 R
 
i  fooF

 R

  a  v
io fioF
 
 R
 
  a  v j foF

 R

  a  v
 h foF
 
  oF

  a  vg 	 R
 
 R

i
sym
 
C
 
j
 
C


 
C

j
 
C
 
if
 
C
 

 
C

If
 

 
and
 


are composable io steps then
 

 
j
 


is an io step and src
 

 
j
 


 
src
 

 
 j src
 


 However in the io case the receptionists of the target of
the composition may be a proper subset of the union of the receptionists
of the targets of the composees This means that paths that are pointwise
composable may not compose For example let
 
q
 
and
 
q

be such that
 
q
 
  fia
 

ad
 
  fa
 
g  a
 
 a


 
q

  fofa


ad

  a


ad

g  fa

g  a
 
 a


 
q
 
  idtgt
 
q
 

 
q

  fifa


ad

  a


ad

g  fa

  a

g  a

 v
 
q
j
i    idtgt
 
q
j
 for j   and i  Nat
Then
 
q
 
i 
 
q

i for i  Nat but i
 
q
 
i j
 
q

i is not a path since let 
ting oF  fa
 

ad
 
  a
 
 a

  a


ad

  a


ad

g we have tgt
 
q
 
 j
 
q

 
h oF 	 fa
 
  a

g i while src
 
q
 
 j src
 
q

  h oF 	 fa
 
  a

  a

g i Thus
we have a mismatch of adjacent target and source components and the in 
put to a

is not allowed in the composition at stage  Care must be taken
when extending parallel composability and composition to io paths avoid such
problems For this purpose we dene some auxiliary relations and operations
on io steps
 OkR
 
 R OK to restrict receptionists
 
dR the result of re 
striction recep
 
q
 
 
 
q

  i the receptionists at stage i of pointwise composable
io step paths
OkRh 
 	 R i R
 
  OkRfooF  R  a  v R
 
  R
 

 R
OkRfioF  R  a  v R
 
  R
 

 R 	 a  R
 
	 acqv recepoF  
 R
 
h 
 	 R idR
 
 h 
 	 R
 
i if OkRh 
 	 R i R
 

fioF  R  a  vdR
 
 fioF  R
 
  a  v if OkRfioF  R  a  v R
 

fooF  R  a  vdR
 
 fooF  R
 
  a  v if OkRfooF  R  a  v R
 

recep
 
q
 
 
 
q

    recepsrc
 
q
 
  recepsrc
 
q
 

recep
 
q
 
 
 
q

  i   recep
 
q
 
 
 
q

  i  E
where E 

 if
 
q
 
i j
 
q

i is not an output
acqv  recepoF  if
 
q
 
i j
 
q

i  fooF  R  a  v

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Composing iostep paths
 
q
 

 
q

 i  Nat
 
q
 
i 
 
q

i 	 OkR
 
q
 
i j
 
q

i  recep
 
q
 
 
 
q

  i
 
q
 
j
 
q

 i  Nat
 
q
 
i j
 
q

idrecep
 
q
 
 
 
q

  i if
 
q
 

 
q

Lemma composing paths
ioeP If
 
q
j

 
Path
io

 
C
j
 for j   and
 
q
 

 
q

 then
 
q
 
j
 
q


 
Path
io

 
C
 
j
 
C


Fair If
 
q
j
 Fair
 
C
j
 for j   and
 
q
 

 
q

 then
 
q
 
j
 
q

 Fair
 
C
 
j
 
C


Proof  IoeP is clear from the denitions To see Fair we note the
following If
 
q 
 
q
 
j
 
q

then
Enabledsrc
 
qi  s
a
  Enabledsrc
 
q
 
i  s
a
Enabledsrc
 
q

i  s
a

Fires
 
qi  s
a
  Fires
 
q
 
i  s
a
  Fires
 
q

i  s
a

Enabledsrc
 
qi  a  v
 Enabledsrc
 
q
 
i  a  v  Enabledsrc
 
q

i  a  v
Fires
 
q
j
i  a  v  Fires
 
qi  a  v
 
q
j
i  fioF
j
 R
j
  a  v 	
 
q
j
i  fioF
j
 R
j
  a  v
	 Decomposing and Compositionality Theorem in
 
Rt
A
Lemma Decomposition of open computations docmp If 
 

oF  oF
 
and oF  foF
 
  oF

g then for any R 
 recepoF  we can nd
sequential compositions of io steps
 

j

 h oF
j
	 R
j
i  h oF
 
j
	 R
 
j
i with
R
j
 R  recepoF
j
 for j   such that
 

 

 


and
 

 
j
 


io
 h 
 	 R i
Proof  Assume 
 
 oF  oF
 
 oF  foF
 
  oF

g and R 
 recepoF  and
let R
j
 R  recepoF
j
 for j   We nd the required
 

j
by induction on
the construction of 

id If 
  idoF  take
 

j
 h oF
j
	 R
j
i
e If 
  ea  s  a assume a  recepoF

 the other case is similar Thus
oF

 s
a
 and we may take
 

 
 h id 	  i and
 


 h 
 	 R

i
d If 
  da  s  v assume a  recepoF

 the other case is similar There
are two cases
 oF
 
  and oF
 
 a  v  In the rst case we may take
 

 
 h id 	  i and
 


 h 
 	 R

i In the second case R

 fag and
this is why we need decomposition at the component level the message
must be output by oF
 
and input by oF

before the delivery Thus we
take
 

 
 fo    av  h id 	  i and
 


 fioF

  fR

g  av  h 
 	 R

i
 If 
  

x
 

y
then by induction we can nd
 

xj

 h oF
j
	 R
j
i 
h oF
 
j
	 R
 
j
i such that
 

x 
j
 

x
io
 h 

x
	 R i and src

y
  foF
 
 
  oF
 

g
Furthermore we can nd
 

yj
such that src
 

yj
  h oF
 
j
	 R
 
j
i and
 

y 
j
 

y
io
 h 

y
	 R i Taking
 

j

 

xj

 

yj
we are done
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mun If 
  f

x
  

y
g let oF
xj
be such that oF
x
 foF
x 
  oF
x
g 
src

x
 and oF
y
 foF
y 
  oF
y
g  src

y
 Thus oF
j
 foF
xj
  oF
yj
g
for j   By induction we can nd
 

xj
and
 

yj
such that
h 

x
	 R
x
i
io

 

x 
j
 

x
and h 

y
	 R
y
i
io

 

y 
j
 

y

Take
 

j
 
 

xj
 idtgt
 

xj
 j idh oF
yj
	 R
yj
i 
 

yj

Lemma Decomposition of iosteps dios If
 
 

 
C 
 
C
 
is an io 
step and
 
C 
 
C
 
j
 
C

 then we can nd sequential compositions of io steps
 

j
 such that src
 

j
 
 
C
j
for j  
 

 

 


 and
 

 
j
 


io

 

Proof 
of If
 
  h 
 	 R i then we are done by docmp
in If
 
  fioF  R  a  v then assuming a  recep
 
C

 the other case is
similar let
 
C

 h oF

	 R

i and take
 

 
 id
 
C
 

 


 fioF

 R

  a 
v
out If
 
  fooF  R  a  v then
 
C  h foF   a  vg 	 R i Assuming
a  v 
 
C

 we may write
 
C

 h foF

  a  vg 	 R

i where oF 
foF
 
  oF

g R  R
 
 R

 and acqv  recepoF   R  acqv 
recepoF

R

 Thus we may take
 

 
 id
 
C
 

 


 fooF

 R

  a  v
dios
Lemma Decomposition of iostep paths Let
 
q 
 
Path
io
h oF 	
R i where h oF 	 R i  h oF
 
	 R
 
i j h oF

	 R

i Then we can nd
 
q
j

 
Path
io
h oF
j
	 R
j
i such that
 
q
 

 
q

and
 
q
io

 
q
 
j
 
q

 Furthermore if
 
q is
fair then we can pick
 
q
j
to be fair
Proof  By dios we can pick
 

ji
for j   and i  Nat such that
 

 i

 

i
 
 

 i
 
 

i
 decomposes
 
q according to h oF
 
	 R
 
i  h oF

	 R

i and

 

 i
 
 

i
 decomposes
 
qi according to tgt
 

 i
  tgt
 

i
 To insure
fairness it su ces to insert inputoutput steps as done in docmp for each
message created in one subcomponent and targeted to an actor in the other
Theorem Compositionality in
 
Rt
A

 
X 
 
C
 
 j
 
X 
 
C

 
 
X 
 
C
 
j
 
C

 if
 
C
 

 
C

for
 
X one of f
 
Cmp
A
 
 
Path
A
 Fairg
Proof  
 is by composing paths and  is by decomposition of
iostep paths
	 Lifting Compositionality to Rt
A
Composing Components
C
 
 C

 
 
C
 
 
 
C


 
j
 
C
j
 C
j
	
 
C
 

 
C


C
 
jC


 
C
 
j
 
C

if
 
j
 
C
j
 C
j
	
 
C
 

 
C


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Lemma Component composition
hF
 
i  hF

i  recepF
 
  recepF

  
hF
 
i j hF

i  h fF
 
  F

g i if hF
 
i  hF

i
Composing computation sets Let
 
S
j
be computation sets in
 
Rt
A
with
sources
 
C
j
and let S
j

 
S
j
be the images in Rt
A
for j   Dene
S
 
jS


 
S
 
j
 
S

if
 
C
 

 
C

Thus S
 
jS

 fc 
 
c
 

 
S
 
 
 
c


 
S


 
c
 

 
c

	 c 
 
c
 
j
 
c

g
Theorem Compositionality in Rt
A

X C
 
 j X C

  X C
 
jC

 if C
 
 C

for X one of fCmp
A
 Path
A
 Ofairg
Proof  By compositionality in
 
Rt
A
 Since the rewriting map from
 
Rt
A
to
Rt
A
sends
 
Cmp
A
onto Cmp
A

 
Path
A
onto Path
A
and Fair onto Ofair 
An alternative to the above denition of S
 
jS

in Rt
A
would be to lift
composition of io steps and io step sequences to the images of these compu 
tation sets under the unattening map and then use the general denition of
path set composition This would give the same result and would be useful if
we want to compute compositions in Rt
A

 Future Directions
In this paper we have presented a semantic framework for actor systems based
on rewriting logic This framework accounts for fairness and provides a variety
of semantics for components of actor systems that have good composability
properties There are many directions for future work
In the development of the actor rewriting semantics we have made a num 
ber of modications of and extensions to the standard initial model construc 
tion of rewriting logic These involved picking out subsets of computations
adding innite computations and using alternate notions of equivalence on
computations These particular variants seem well behaved and have a num 
ber of possible explanations using concepts such as strategies  membership
algebras  at the model level and co limits There are other examples of
such variants for example in the studies of Petri Net semantics  and
we conjecture that many future applications of rewriting will nd such vari 
ants useful Thus it seems important to study the model theory of rewriting
logic further and to develop formal criteria for characterizing nice variations
and to dene general operations for constructing them
Fairness has been treated simply by dening a predicate that picks out
the fair computations There are a number of treatments of fair semantics in
the process algebra literature  to mention a few and it will be
interesting to investigate whether any of these approaches work for the actor
model and how they t into the rewriting logic framework

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The interaction semantics of a component derived from the Actor rewriting
theory in  is on the surface an amorphous set of io traces In fact there is
much structure implicit in an interaction set and it is important to make this
structure explicit to facilitate specifying and reasoning about components We
expect the structure of the underlying rewrite terms will be useful in carrying
out this task
There are a number of interesting elaborations of the basic actor model
and corresponding elaborations of the AASrewriting framework to consider
Among these are
 making distribution explicit by introducing locations mod 
eling mobility of actors adding regions of synchrony or timed interactions thus
providing a model with both local synchronous and distributed asynchronous
computation modeling reective actor computation using meta relations or
meta actors and reective interactions
Last but not least an important future project is dening Maude modules
for the construction of an actor rewrite theory from a module describing a
particular Abstract Actor Structure This will provide a tool for prototyping
actor systems and reasoning about nite aspects of actor computation
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